Like so many features of the British Empire, policy for colonial higher education was transformed during the Second World War. In 1945 the Asquith Commission established principles for its development, and in 1948 the Carr-Saunders report recommended the immediate establishment of a university in Malaya to prepare for self-government. This institution grew at a rate that surpassed expectations, but the aspirations of its founders were challenged by lack of resources, the mixed reactions of the Malayan people and the politics of decolonisation. The role of the University of Malaya in engineering a united Malayan nation was hampered by lingering colonial attitudes and ultimately frustrated by differences between Singapore and the Federation. These differences culminated in the university's partition in January 1962. In the end it was the politics of nation-building which moulded the university rather than the other way round.
'We Can only Carry on with the Existing Arrangements'
In 1961 that architect of colonial universities, Sir Alexander CarrSaunders, recalled that before the Second World War colonial administrators had 'displayed very little sympathy with local aspirations for university education.' 'They had,' he continued, 'little understanding of the part played in the modern world by universities,'
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and 'the idea of transplanting to the regions where they worked the only type of university known to them doubtless seemed fantastic.' 2 It is true that in 1925 the secretary of state's Advisory Committee on Education in the Colonies (ACEC) had visualised an educational system developing in every colony from elementary schools through secondary, technical and vocational institutions to the tertiary level. 3 In pursuit of this objective, enquiries, notably those led by Sir James Currie and Earl De La Warr in Africa, had in the 1930s examined the potential for higher education in the colonies. Yet, university development was not yet a priority of British policy. 4 On the eve of the Second World War there were universities in only four regions of the colonial empire-Malta, Jerusalem, Ceylon and Hong Kong. Although there were other institutions of lesser status, which were expected to evolve into university colleges and eventually into fullfledged universities, 5 ministers and their officials still focused on the primary, the vernacular and the vocational.
British reluctance to develop higher education was influenced by current principles of colonial government, previous experience
In the late 1930s, however, all was not well with existing arrangements for higher education as for many other aspects of colonial government. There was growing unease in the Colonial Office and informed circles regarding all manner of issues. Disturbances in the West Indies and colonial scandals elsewhere challenged the orthodoxies of policy. The secretary of state for the colonies, Malcolm MacDonald, called for 'a seething of ideas' and sought specialist advisers in labour, social welfare and education. 10 In 1939 he appointed Christopher Cox to the new post of educational adviser. A classical scholar and fellow of New College, Oxford, Cox had previously been seconded to the Sudan as director of education. He served as educational adviser for 30 years, first in the Colonial Office, later with Andrew Cohen in the Department of Technical Co-operation and finally in the Ministry of Overseas Development, until he was persuaded to retire at the age of 71. Cox may have had a cavalier attitude to routine administration, but he had vision, enthusiasm and energy. Shouldering a formidable workload, which included relentless travel overseas, and drawing upon a vast network of contacts at home IP address: 91.111. 99 .116
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and abroad, Cox rapidly established himself as the key figure in determining policy at every level of colonial education.
11
MacDonald's appointment in 1938 of a commission to review higher education in Malaya should be seen, therefore, as part of a wider appraisal of colonial policies. The commission consisted of Sir William McLean and Professor H. J. Channon. McLean, who led the enquiry, had spent much of his career in Sudan and Egypt. He had planned the city of Khartoum under Kitchener's direction and, as engineerin-chief at the Ministry of the Interior, he had designed the city of Alexandria. Having retired from the Egyptian Civil Service in 1926, McLean had researched regional planning at the University of Glasgow and had represented that city as its Conservative MP (member of Parliament) from 1931 to 1935. His special work for the Colonial Office included membership of the ACEC, participation in the De La Warr educational commission to East Africa and numerous papers on regional planning and social services. 12 Channon was professor of biochemistry at Liverpool University and would become a dominant figure in the ACEC from 1940 until 1945, when he was appointed head of the research division at Unilever Ltd, where he remained for the next 10 years. 13 The Malayan enquiry would have a profound effect on Channon's thinking, inspiring him to write a seminal paper which, as we shall see, set the parameters for three wartime reviews: the Asquith Commission on Higher Education in Higher education in pre-war Malaya was provided in Singapore at King Edward VII Medical College and Raffles College. Some Malayans studied overseas, and a few were assisted by scholarships, the most prestigious being the Queen's Scholarships of which up to four were awarded each year. The Medical College, founded in 1905, had attained professional recognition and international standing. It was regularly inspected by the General Medical Council, and its diploma entitled its graduates to practise in any part of the empire. Conceived in the centennial of Raffles's foundation of Singapore, Raffles College had opened for teaching in 1929 with the scholar-administrator Richard Winstedt as its first principal. By 1939, in contrast with the Medical College, Raffles was not making the sort of progress expected of an embryonic university. Its diploma was not recognised outside Malaya, and its management lacked direction. The commissioners were invited specifically to 'report upon the present work of Raffles College, Singapore, and on any additional developments that seem desirable.' As they toured the Straits Settlements and Federated Malay States in October and November 1938, McLean and Channon registered the interest taken by non-Malays in higher education but noted Malay suspicions and British scepticism. The acting principal of Raffles, George McOwan, actually opposed the college's advance to university status, since he believed that neither local staff nor students were ready for it (although we should note in passing that the 1940 intake would include two future prime ministers, Lee Kuan Yew and Abdul Razak bin Dato Hussain). It has been suggested that McOwan was protecting his vested interest in the status quo; having previously worked as a science teacher in a government secondary school, he 'devoted the rest of his career at the college to defending his privileges from any threat which might come out of progress towards IP address: 91.111.99.116
full university education.' 15 McLean and Channon presented their report to MacDonald in June 1939, and it was published early the following year. It contained chapters on higher education in technical subjects, teacher training, English-medium schools and vocational education. Although they concluded that the time was not yet ripe for an autonomous university, the commissioners recommended as a first step the early 'fusion' of the Medical and Raffles Colleges to form a university college.
Notwithstanding the outbreak of war, the ACEC doggedly examined the McLean report. A few days after the fall of France, the ACEC consulted Sir Shenton Thomas who happened to be in London. Dr William Linehan (director of education in the Straits Settlements and adviser on education to the Malay States) attended the next meeting 3 weeks later. 16 In contrast to Linehan, who was generally supportive, Thomas regarded the recommendations as naive, if not dangerous. The governor's recollection of the commissioners as ignorant outsiders, who had not 'made themselves particularly pleasant' during their visit to Malaya, no doubt added to the acerbity of his criticisms when he encountered Channon once again in the ACEC. 17 Thomas argued that Malays had no desire for university education; a few were trained for government administration at Malay College, Kuala Kangsar (the 'Malay Eton'), and those who went on to Raffles formed a minority of the college's intake. 'The Malay,' he said, 'was retiring, shy, and quiet, and if thrown into the hurly-burly too quickly he was likely to become dispirited or swamped.' Indeed, leading Malays had been suspicious of the McLean Commission. The Persatuan Melayu Selangor (Selangor Malay Union) had pressed for the extension of educational opportunities at other levels, and Onn bin Jaafar had argued in the Johore State Council that a university was not in the Malays' best interests, since the overwhelming majority
of its beneficiaries would be non-Malays. 18 As regards the provision of higher education for the Chinese, Shenton Thomas dismissed the recommendation to establish a chair in Chinese studies. He contended that 'to get rid of Communism and to avoid serious trouble later on' it was necessary to make the Chinese 'British-minded' and that 'the only course [to do so] was free English education.' In defence of the report, Channon stated that Malay fears were groundless and that the English education of Chinese students should start at the elementary level rather than be delayed until the tertiary level. Whereas Thomas wanted to postpone the fusion of the two colleges until Malays had been won round and standards at Raffles improved, Channon counselled against 'waiting until events dictated policy' and urged that 'the time for a step forward was now.'
19
Thomas and Channon did agree on one matter: the dismal state of Raffles College. Whereas King Edward VII College compared very favourably with the smaller medical colleges in England, the academic standards and the calibre of staff at Raffles were mediocre. Shenton Thomas maintained that the professors should 'not be only expert in their subjects but men with the missionary spirit who tried to make students good citizens rather than good robots.' 20 Channon used similar language when he objected to the appointment of W. E. Dyer as acting principal of Raffles. Dyer, he wrote, lacked 'the wider outlook and university experience' as well as the necessary '"missionary" spirit.' Dyer gave the impression of being 'contemptuous of the Asiatic student and the value of Raffles College' which he disparaged as 'no more than a teaching institution' equivalent to 'a superior secondary school at home.' Although he was a professor of history, he admitted to doing no research, 'for in his opinion there was nothing worth doing in Malaya.' Furthermore, he 'did not have much social contact with students after formal teaching,' nor did he have Asian friends. Channon concluded that Dyer was deficient 'in the inspiration, sympathy and experience' which Raffles needed in order to develop into a university college.
21
In fact, nothing was done to implement the McLean report or even to replace Dyer as acting principal before the Japanese invasion in IP address: 91.111.99.116
December 1941 ended academic activity. The Straits government requisitioned Raffles College, though classes and examinations continued at the Medical College into January. The Raffles site was first placed at the disposal of the medical department and later converted from a hospital to a depot to house female evacuees from peninsular Malaya. On 11 February 1942 it was handed over to an Indian Army medical unit and came under enemy fire. By this time most European staff had already joined up with the volunteers, while the remaining civilians and students worked as medical assistants. Raffles's students were victims of the final bombardment of the city and the massacre of Chinese that followed the Japanese conquest. Remarkably, however, the fabric of the two colleges survived the invasion and occupation largely intact. European staff managed to take with them into internment hundreds of books for what became known as the 'Changi University, ' 23 In a memorandum written sometime in 1940, he explored the notion of a British-colonial partnership which would foster universities throughout the empire and equip dependencies for self-government. In Eric Ashby's view, his paper marked 'the turning point in British policy for higher education overseas' because it 'supplied all the essential ideas that were to give a
new momentum and a new direction to British policy. ' 24 Christopher Cox immediately recognised its significance, and in February 1941 the ACEC invited Channon to chair a sub-committee on the future of higher education in the colonies. 25 By the time it reported in May 1943, the tide had turned in the fortunes of war, and the sub-committee accepted that the 'very success of our own propaganda' left them 'with no option but to go forward.' 26 The Atlantic Charter had in effect committed Britain to a 'new deal' for the colonies; partnership between Britain and the subject peoples was the order of the day. And partnership depended upon development programmes which would place a premium on higher education whose success would in turn depend upon the participation of home universities. Urging the adoption of a new outlook so as to 'bring the life of Colonies into more intimate contact with that of Great Britain,' 27 the Channon subcommittee not only recommended an authoritative enquiry into colonial higher education but also identified principles that should guide such an enquiry.
Channon's recommendation for a complete overhaul of colonial higher education came at a propitious moment. One senior official at the Colonial Office commented:
If we had appointed a Commission at an earlier stage of the war, we should have been told that it was all up in the air, and that we ought to be getting on with the war. But if we appoint it now, it will have a good chance of being acclaimed as a wise and far-sighted endeavour to meet the growing political consciousness of the Colonial peoples which has been stimulated by the war. 28 Indeed, higher education was a major feature of Oliver Stanley's historic statement on colonial policy which Channon helped draft. 29 Addressing the House of Commons on 13 July 1943, the secretary of state pledged 'to guide Colonial people along the road to self-government 
within the framework of the British Empire' and 'to build up their social and economic institutions.' 30 Stanley went on to emphasise the 'immense part' which colonial universities should play if the 'goal of Colonial self-government . . . [was] to be achieved.' Envisaging 'an intellectual lend-lease between the universities at home and the Colonial centres of higher education,' he announced two commissions. One, led by Walter Elliot, would study the specific circumstances of west Africa. 31 The other, to be chaired by Sir Cyril Asquith and composed predominantly of academics, had a more wide-ranging remit: to examine the relationship between colonial higher education and British universities. 32 The Asquith Commission spawned a third investigation: that of a committee on the West Indies, led by Sir James Irvine. 33 It may be said that together Cox and Channon had played a decisive part in setting up this full-scale review, shaping its agenda and influencing its conclusions. Channon was a member of both the Asquith and the Elliot Commissions and the 3 days when Cox gave evidence impressed Asquith as 'an intellectual treat of the first order.' 34 Asquith submitted his report in early May as the war in Europe ended. Anxious lest it be overlooked in the euphoria, the permanent under-secretary at the Colonial Office made provision for his secretary of state to acknowledge its receipt as 'one of the first things to be done after the VE day holiday.' 35 The Asquith commissioners recommended that universities be established as soon as possible and that the normal route to full university status be via the dependent stage of a university college. 30 
Their report covered governance, curriculum, teaching, research and student welfare. It refined the principles which would underpin the development of higher education in the colonies over the next two decades. Far from attempting to reproduce Indian universities in the colonial empire, the commissioners blended the essence of British universities-English and Scottish, ancient and nineteenth-century civic-to create a model which might be modified to suit local circumstances. Indeed, the Asquith report has been called Britain's 'blueprint for the export of universities to her people overseas.'
36
It insisted on comparability with the academic standards of home universities both at the point of entry and the point of exit; the availability of a wide range of subjects; a balance between academic and professional disciplines as well as between liberal arts and scientific and technical subjects; and the pursuit of research alongside teaching. It also recommended academic initiatives that would safeguard local cultures and traditions. Furthermore, by stipulating that universities should be residential and open to men and women 'of all classes,' it sought to secure an environment conducive not only to study but also to national identity. Academic standards were inextricable from academic freedom, and, the report pointed out, academic freedom would require protection from political interference and guarantees of financial security. In keeping with the concept of partnership, the Asquith Commission insisted that colonial institutions of higher education should receive material assistance from Britain. Indeed, none would have been built without capital funds made available by the Colonial Development and Welfare Act of 1945 and its successors. Initially £4.5 million was allocated to higher education. In 1950 the sum was increased to £7.75 million. This was an unprecedented amount of metropolitan aid, yet as early as December 1946 it was clear that it would be insufficient to meet the publicised commitments. A few years later, as we shall see, the capital costs of the University of Malaya would rapidly outstrip available government funds. Additional assistance, in the form of personnel and expertise, were to be provided by British universities and channelled through a new body, the Inter-University Council for Higher Education in the Colonies (IUC).
37
The IUC monitored the development of colonial universities and university colleges. It supervised the allocation and expenditure of metropolitan funds (via another new body, the Colonial University IP address: 91.111.99.116
Grants Advisory Committee), and it appointed expatriate staff. For at least a generation and during a period extending beyond the end of formal empire, the new universities depended on academics recruited across the Commonwealth. While the task of filling senior posts proved exacting, in the late 1940s and 1950s young scholars whose interest in the wider world had been fired by wartime service were available and willing to take up lectureships overseas. Thus, to take two examples from the field of history, C. D. Cowan, a former submariner with the Dutch Navy in the South China Sea and later director of the School of Oriental and African Studies, was recruited to Raffles College, and Eric Stokes, who served in India and south east Asia from 1942 to 1946, spent 4 years in the University of Malaya and another 6 with the University of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, completing his career as Smuts Professor of Commonwealth History at Cambridge. 
Sir Sydney Caine as director of the LSE, an appointment vehemently opposed by LSE students on account of Adams's association with the white regime in Rhodesia. 40 One very active member of the IUC was Dame Lillian Penson, professor of history at London's Bedford College and Britain's first woman vice-chancellor. She had been a member of the Asquith Commission and later became especially involved in development of the University of Khartoum and the University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. A 'formidable scholar and academic politician,' Penson 'put Bedford [College] firmly on the map and dotted those parts of the map of Africa which were coloured red with offshoots of London University.' She was also remarkable for insisting that her staff wear gloves while lecturing. 41 The pivotal role of London University is to be explained partly by its long experience of running an external degree programme, partly by its association since the mid-nineteenth century with Indian universities and partly by its history of nursing English colleges (such as Exeter and Hull) towards independent university status. London's scheme of 'special relationship' was amongst Asquith's proposals. The task of establishing colonial university colleges and guiding their development until they became degree-awarding bodies was managed by a senate committee chaired for many years by Carr-Saunders. The operation was immense and complex: in the years 1946-1963, 425 visits by London staff were arranged to university colleges overseas, and in 1961-1962 some 280 London teachers were involved in examining overseas students, and more than 1,000 question papers were printed. 42 The scheme ended in 1970 (with its last examinations being held in 1972), when the University College of Rhodesia acquired full university status. It should be noted that, while the IUC took a close interest in the development of higher education in Malaya, the University of Malaya was never formally in special relationship with London because it did not pass through the 
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A distinctive feature of post-war educational policy was the emphasis placed on nation-building. Echoing the Channon report of 1943, the Asquith commissioners declared, '[W]e look on the establishment of Universities as an inescapable corollary of any policy which aims at the achievement of Colonial self-government.' Graduates would be indispensable for economic and social development, for political leadership and, as the report put it, for 'counteracting the influence of racial differences and sectional rivalries.' In addition to inculcating a sense of nationhood, colonial universities were designed to imbue the elites of emerging nations with a British view of the world and to prepare them for post-colonial membership of the Commonwealth. Yet plans for the rapid expansion of higher education in the colonies carried immense risks; it might raise expectations without fulfilling them, turn young people against the British connection and transform campuses into battlegrounds for the soul of the nation.
Nation-Building and the Foundation of the University of Malaya
Within a few years of the publication of the Asquith, Elliot and Irvine reports, university colleges were established in the West Indies, the Gold Coast, Nigeria and Uganda. British Malaya had been excluded from the wartime review on account of its occupation by Japan. Remedial action was taken by the British as part of their post-war rehabilitation of the area. Pre-war Malaya had been fragmented both administratively and ethnically, with the Chinese being in an overwhelming majority on the island of Singapore, and Malays forming the largest community in peninsular Malaya. In 1946 the British implemented a radically new scheme in which the states and settlements of the peninsula were welded into a Malayan Union, while Singapore became a separate colony. This arrangement was intended to be the first bold step towards the merger of all territories and the fusion of all communities within a single, self-governing nation state. One of the instruments for the construction of the new Malaya was to be its university.
At the instigation of Malcolm MacDonald (the former secretary of state for the colonies who was now governor-general of Malaya and Borneo), in August-September 1946 Raymond Priestley reconnoitred Malaya with a view to developing a university college. A geologist who had been a member of Scott's Antarctic expedition of 1910-1912, Priestley had been the first vice-chancellor of the University
of Melbourne and was currently vice-chancellor of Birmingham University. He had also been a member of the Asquith Commission and advised on the foundation of the University College of the West Indies. Priestley started from the Asquithian premise 'that self-government of the type the colonial regions are clamouring for, and to which we are committed, cannot be successfully exerted without Higher Education.' He applied to Malayan circumstances the Asquithian model of a small, residential institution with generous staffing and high standards. Although it was, as he admitted, 'a relatively expensive ideal,' it was 'fundamental to the success of the great experiment to which the British Commonwealth are committed.' Since the colonial university was intended to educate the country's elite, high academic standards could not be compromised. Halls of residence on campus would help engender a sense 'common citizenship or overriding national loyalty.' Priestley advocated a single higher education institution for the whole of British Malaya, but owing to the tension between peninsula and island-and between Malays and non-Malays-he recognised that its location would be controversial. He himself favoured a site in Singapore on account of its climate (which was marginally more tolerable than that of the mainland), its potential to attract private endowments and the presence of the College of Medicine, Raffles College and the Botanical Gardens. 
and deputy vice-chancellor of Manchester University. 46 The CarrSaunders Commission was smaller and more focused than the Asquith Commission, but, like the Elliot Commission on West Africa and the Irvine Committee on the West Indies, it included local representatives: Haji Mohamad Eusoff of the Malayan Civil Service and Sir Han Hoe Lim, a member of the Singapore Advisory Council, both of whom would be appointed pro-chancellors of the University of Malaya.
The commissioners toured Singapore and the Malayan Union between late March and late April 1947. They visited educational and research establishments; they observed and admired the efforts to rehabilitate schools and colleges after the Japanese occupation; they were moved by the educational aspirations of young Malayans; they were shocked by the wastage of talent at every level. Leonard Barnes estimated that 'some three quarters of the best brains of the country were either not drawn into the school system at all or dropped out of it before Standard V.'
47 They held further sessions in Britain and submitted their report at the end of September, although it was not published until the end of April 1948. That they would recommend the creation of some sort of higher education institution was never in doubt, but surprisingly the commission breached Asquithian orthodoxy to bypass the interim stage of a university college and propose the immediate amalgamation of Raffles College and the College of Medicine into a full-fledged university. Unlike the university colleges of Africa and the West Indies, it would not be bound in special relationship with London University but have the authority to confer degrees.
The commission justified this radical move primarily on academic grounds, but it was also influenced by political considerations. Indeed, a Colonial Office official noted that, 'deplorable' though it might be, 'Malayan politics . . . [were] inseparable from the conception of a Malayan University.' 48 A year earlier Malay protests against a new constitution, which they regarded as a seizure of their birthright, had forced the British to abandon the Malayan Union and negotiate a federal alternative that would safeguard the pre-eminence of Malay 46 Others who had been considered included the editor of The Economist, Geoffrey Crowther, on account of his 'political experience and understanding,' and Professor W. K. Hancock, the Australian historian then at Oxford, but he could not be spared from his duties directing the official history of the Second World War, BW 90/550. 
interests. The commission's visit had coincided with subsequent constitutional consultations conducted with non-Malay leaders. This consultative process did not deflect the British from inaugurating the Federation of Malaya on 1 February 1948, but it did contribute to communal antagonism and the polarisation of local opinion. Carr-Saunders returned to Britain with, it was reported, the strong impression that 'the successful establishment of a University of Malaya at this juncture could serve a valuable political purpose, firstly by becoming an object of pride and loyalty which would knit together the diverse races of the country, and secondly by enhancing the prestige of Malaya in South East Asia as a whole.' 49 He had been impressed by the political consciousness of the Chinese and considered that a university would be a vital factor in deciding whether they would look towards Britain or China. 50 On the other hand, he was not blind to the possible adverse repercussions on race relations, since fewer Malays than non-Malays were likely to be able to take advantage of it, at least at the outset. It was in order to enable Malays to participate in higher education and prevent its monopolisation by non-Malays that he urged the simultaneous expansion of rural schools. Indeed, the pedagogic challenge at every level from primary school to university was 'how to blend the races and the language groups into one nationality.'
51
Another pitfall which the commissioners had to negotiate was the historic rivalry between Singapore and Kuala Lumpur. They steered round this by selecting Johore Bahru as the most suitable site for the main campus on account of its situation at the southern tip of the peninsula and directly opposite Singapore.
52
Malayan politics were, indeed, inseparable from the conception of the University of Malaya. On the one hand, it was supported by educationalists, the business community and non-Malays. H. A. R. Cheeseman, the Federation's director of education, claimed that there had been 'no report of greater importance to the progress of 49 Ibid. 50 As reported by Sir F. Gimson 
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this country' since the time of Raffles. 53 T. H. Silcock (professor of economics at Raffles College) called it 'a masterly Report, a noble conception beautifully presented and defended with brilliant logic and fine sensibility.' 54 Singapore's The Straits Times hailed it as 'the most inspiring document.' It marked the end of an era in which there was nothing but the godown, the tin mine and the rubber estate; in which overseas capital and immigrant enterprise were dominant in almost every walk of life; in which the English-educated classes of the Asian population were merely clerks and foremen serving a European ruling caste; and in which the life of the mind and of the spirit languished in a completely materialistic environment. 55 Malays, on the other hand, were more circumspect, just as they had been towards the McLean Commission 10 years earlier. Few were convinced that it would redress their community's economically depressed circumstances at the margins of modern Malaya, but Dato Onn bin Jaafar, who 10 years ago had argued against the establishment of a university, now accepted that it would provide Malays with the incentive they needed to meet post-war challenges. A major political figure as president of the United Malays National Organisation (UMNO), Onn rallied Malay members of the Federal Legislative Council in support of the proposal and led the federal side in discussions with representatives of the Singapore Legislative Council, regarding the implementation of the Carr-Saunders recommendations. The University of Malaya was inaugurated on 8 October 1949, when Malcolm MacDonald, Britain's commissioner-general in south east Asia, presided over the opening ceremony as chancellor. As a progressive secretary of state 10 years earlier, when neither higher education nor nation-building had been 53 Deciding at the outset that his mission in Malaya should be 'to create for the country the historical background which its varied peoples might share,' he directed the expansion of the department and its switch in focus from European to Asian history, until he was able to retire on the royalties from Parkinson's Law.
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Despite complaints about lack of contact between staff and students, there were shining examples of expatriates who energetically nurtured the new Malaya without indulging in eccentric fraternisation such as the 'whimsical or patronizing adoption of local costume, food practices and other superficial forms of identification with the people of the territory' which generally proved to be counterproductive in the new colonial universities. 60 Lewis, 'Higher education,' p. 15.
students. 61 A Quaker and a Fabian, Silcock was one of the few professors to invite students to his home. 62 Patrick Anderson, lecturer in English literature, set up a creative-writing group and formed friendships with student intellectuals such as Wang Gungwu and Beda Lim. 63 Parkinson, who 'regarded his honours students as the civil servants, administrators and teachers of tomorrow,' ran fortnightly soirées, where undergraduates would take turns to read papers and where special guests included Sir Robert Scott (MacDonald's successor as commissioner-general), David Marshall (chief minister, 1955-1956), the novelist Han Suyin and Lee Kuan Yew. 64 Rapid growth, however, stretched resources and caused problems. Halls of residence were overcrowded; library provision was patchy and equipment in short supply. Research plans and new ventures were delayed, as was, for example, the launch of Chinese studies. Many of these difficulties could be traced to inadequate funding, even though the University of Malaya was financially better off than others. In the 1950s colonial institutions of higher education were financed from three principal sources: first, capital grants from the Colonial Development and Welfare fund (CDW); second, subventions by the local, colonial administration for recurrent expenditure, student scholarships and some capital and endowment grants; and, third, donations from individuals, business organisations or philanthropic foundations. Of the £7.75 million assigned by the CDW Acts of 1945 and 1950 to higher education in the whole of the colonial empire, £1 million was allocated to the University of Malaya for capital expenditure. In addition, during its first 5 years (1949) (1950) (1951) (1952) (1953) (1954) , the University of Malaya received from the local government a grant of over £2.5 million for recurrent expenditure (which was the largest sum provided by any colonial administration) and a further £816,666 for capital projects, while private benefactions swelled the endowment fund to more than £600,000.
65 Nevertheless, soon after he succeeded Allen as vice-chancellor, Sydney Caine discovered that the CDW contribution to the costs of acquiring and developing the proposed site in Johore Bahru would probably amount to no more than 10% of the estimated total. This forecast convinced him of the need to devise an alternative to the strategy based upon creating a new campus in Johore Bahru. Having consulted Carr-Saunders with regard to this proposed deviation from the original plan, Caine urged the Colonial Office to drop the Johore Bahru scheme and utilise existing vocational, technical and cultural institutions in Singapore and the Federation. 66 In March 1954 the decision was taken to abandon the Johore venture and extend operations to a Kuala Lumpur division of the university, where agriculture and engineering were the first faculties to be developed. 67 This marked the beginning of the end of the unitary university.
Other features of the Carr-Saunders model were also being questioned. Indeed, the very notion of a multi-racial and co-educational university was at odds with ingrained educational practices in Malaya, where significant imbalances had developed between the opportunities and achievements of different communities, genders and regions. Until provision at primary and secondary levels had improved, university entry requirements and English-medium instruction would make higher education virtually inaccessible to the vast majority of students schooled in the vernacular, notably kampong Malays and the children of Chinese squatter families that had been evacuated during the emergency from jungle fringes to New Villages. The overall school enrolment may have increased by 108% between 1946 and 1952, but less than half the children of primary-school age attended schools. Although the number of teachers grew by 98% in the same period, teacher training was inadequate to cope with educational expansion. 68 The principles that university instruction should be in English and that the content, delivery and standards of degree programmes should relate to those in Britain may have been adopted with the best of intentions-to ensure international comparability and to cradle 'a truly non-communal nation'-but their rigid imposition risked 
privileging some, alienating many others and jeopardising both race relations and the Anglo-Malayan partnership.
Before the war the British had generally assumed that Malays were innately less able and less motivated than other Asians and that their culture was not conducive to education. The CarrSaunders Commission, by contrast, argued that it was inequality of educational opportunity, not racial characteristics, that accounted for wide variations in performance: 'All the evidence shows . . . that these educational differences are due not to the inherent intellectual characteristics of the races but to the operation of economic and social factors.' 69 The educational disadvantages suffered by Malays stemmed from problems of access, not indifference, to learning. Malay children were served by vernacular primary schools in their villages but were isolated from English secondary schools which were mainly located in the towns. As Charles Hirschman concluded in 1972, 'the colonial education structure which offered secondary education only in urban English schools resulted in a situation where geographic and language barriers kept most Malay students from higher educational achievement'. 70 This disadvantage was compounded by tuition fees, living costs and the challenges which university life in a city presented to the traditional values of the majority of Malays for whom Singapore was an alien environment. It is true that for Malays university education was not, as it was for many other colonised communities, the principal vehicle for political advancement, since they progressed to self-government and to key positions within the new Malaya along other routes, notably the time-honoured networks of indirect rule. 71 Nevertheless, their virtual exclusion from higher education put them at a disadvantage compared with non-Malays and would force them still further towards the margins of modern Malaya. The establishment of the university department of Malay studies (led by Za'ba, doyen of Malay literature) went some way to fulfil the British pledge to foster indigenous culture, but the Carr-Saunders commissioners and other post-war reformers recognised that, until educational provision had been transformed in the schools, Malays 
would feel intimidated by English-medium instruction at the tertiary level.
A major step towards correcting inequality of educational opportunity was taken with the enactment of the education ordinance of 1952. This legislation embodied the ideal of an integrated system of national primary schools where the medium of instruction would be either Malay or English.
72 National schools were regarded as 'necessary to create a united nation, aware and proud of being Malayan,' and they were further promoted as independence approached. 73 The government also improved the access of Malays to English primary and secondary schools in order to enhance their chances of university education. By the start of 1956 there were about 34,000 Malays attending English schools, compared with 13,467 in 1949. 74 The impact of these measures on university recruitment, however, would not be felt for some time. In spite of the university's practice of admitting every eligible Malay candidate and offering Malays a disproportionate number of scholarships and bursaries, the country's largest ethnic group accounted for merely 10% of the student body in the university's early years. 75 Their position had scarcely improved by the time the Federation achieved self-government: of the 1,220 students registered in 1955-1956, only 149 were Malays, and they were most glaringly under-represented in science (18 of 284 science students), engineering (2 of 50) and medicine (27 of 438).
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Rural Malays were not the only group deterred from applying to the University of Malaya. The products of Chinese vernacular middle schools were also repelled by the requirement for proficiency in the English language. Tan Lark Sye, who had come to Singapore from China in his youth and become a wealthy rubber merchant and industrialist, was prominent in the campaign for the higher education of Singapore's Chinese. He was a major benefactor of the University of Malaya's new library, and in 1953 he proposed the foundation of a 72 The education ordinance was largely based on the Report of the Committee on Malay Education (Kuala Lumpur: Government Printer, 1951), chaired by Leonard Barnes, although its conclusions had been contested by a report on the education of Chinese Malayans complied by Dr W. P. Fenn and Dr Wu Tek-yao. 73 See Colonial Office, 'Memorandum explanatory of Sir D. MacGillivray's proposals for national schools in Malaya,' 14 July 1956, CO 1030/51, TNA.
74 'Education for Self-Rule: Government Plans in Malaya', The Times, 31 January 1956, p. 7.
75 Sir Alexander Carr-Saunders, 'Report on a visit to the University of Malaya,' July 1950, BW 90/1017.
76 'Education for Self-Rule', The Times, 31 January 1956, p. 7.
Chinese-medium university. He took this initiative partly on account of the expansion of Chinese primary and secondary education and partly in response to Chinese dissatisfaction with the uncompromising attitude of the university authorities towards those with a poor command of English. 77 Funded by a massive public subscription from amongst Singapore's Chinese community, Nanyang University opened in 1956. It was modelled on the Sino-American universities of prewar China, although its declared aim was to 'embody a new Malayan culture developed from the Chinese, the English, the Malay and the Indian.' Neither the colonial government nor the Inter-University Council in Britain attempted to prevent its foundation, but they did regret it. They felt that there were insufficient safeguards for academic standards and that Chinese-medium instruction would undermine the use of English in the colony. Moreover, they expected that Chinese donations to higher education would hereafter be diverted from the University of Malaya to Nanyang University. Furthermore, they feared that, in the absence of what they regarded as the steadying influence of expatriate academic staff, this all-Chinese institution might aggravate communal differences or encourage the Chinese youth of Malaya to seek inspiration from the People's Republic of China. The Singapore government therefore decided to play no part in its formation and refused to offer funding or even tax exemption to donors.
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Student Aspirations
In contrast with the students of Nanyang, those at the University of Malaya during this period have been portrayed as conservative, cautious and diligent. The vast majority had no wish to cause offence either to its teachers or to its future employers. The typical undergraduate was devoted to study, not least because employment opportunities for graduates were greater in Malaya and Singapore than in many other countries emerging from colonial rule. Moreover, the blanket of regulations that curtailed freedom of expression in Malaya during the years of Communist insurgency deterred them from 77 For the Malayan government's concern over the growth of the Chinese schools and their failure to meet 'the greater need of the new Malaya,' see despatch no. 232 from MacGillivray (high commissioner, Malaya) to A. 
risking their future careers by indulging in student politics. In any case, the students' union (whose establishment had been recommended by the Carr-Saunders Commission) was constitutionally bound to take no part in politics. There were, however, notable exceptions. One of these was a future prime minister of Malaysia, Mahathir Mohamed, who was amongst the few Malays to graduate in medicine in 1953 and who wrote articles for The Straits Times under the pen name, C. H. E. Det. 79 In addition, left-wing intellectuals (known to the Special Branch as the English-Speaking Intelligentsia or ESI) gained increasing influence in the students' union in 1949-1950. Some had been members of the radical but now defunct Malayan Democratic Union (MDU) and were active in the Anti-British League, an English-speaking subsidiary of the Malayan Communist Party. James Puthucheary was prominent amongst them. During the Japanese occupation Puthucheary had served in Subhas Chandra Bose's Indian National Army and emerged an ardent crusader against colonialism. He entered Raffles College in 1948, transferred to the University of Malaya the following year and then became general secretary of the students' union. For all his militancy, he shared Carr-Saunders's view that the social function of the university was to develop a united, non-communal and selfgoverning Malayan nation and, as general secretary of the students' union, he strove to avoid compromising its apolitical standing or incurring the hostility of the majority of its members.
The university authorities were ambivalent in their response to student aspirations. They encouraged debate, conceded student representation on the board of student welfare and abandoned attempts to muzzle Malayan Undergraduate (the union's organ). On the other hand, they rejected a proposal for a Malayan Students' Party and were complicit in the surveillance activities of R. B. Corridon, assistant superintendent of police, whom they held in 'high esteem.' 80 In January 1951, after months of investigation, the police swooped. They broke up the English-speaking branch of the Anti-British League and detained left-wing students and other members of the intelligentsia. Over 30 arrests were made, though not all the detainees were students. Most were soon released, but five remained in custody. In London the secretary of state was concerned that detention without trial would stimulate anti-British propaganda and expose the government
to criticism in parliament, but he was persuaded that prosecution in court would fail on account of the likely intimidation of witnesses. The detainees included James Puthucheary, C. V. Devan Nair (of the Singapore Teachers' Union), Abdul Samad Ismail (assistant editor, Utusan Melayu), the wife of H. B. Lim (with Lim himself being politically active in London) and John Eber. 81 Eber was an affluent Eurasian who had been educated at Harrow School and Cambridge and trained as a lawyer. A principal figure in the MDU until its dissolution in 1948, Eber had considerable influence on student radicals. Corridon worked tirelessly to convert student 'fellow travellers' into good citizens with the result that by the end of 1952 the vice-chancellor felt sufficiently confident to lift the ban on political societies. Early the following year, Puthucheary, who had resumed his studies after release from detention, played a leading part in the formation of the University of Malaya Socialist Club and the Pan-Malayan Students Federation. He also chaired the editorial board of Fajar (Dawn), the organ of the Socialist Club. In 1954, however, the police moved in again and rounded up student journalists, when they published, and distributed beyond the campus, an attack on colonialism ('Aggression in Asia') to mark the French defeat at Dien Bien Phu. Eight members of the editorial board, including Puthucheary, were charged with sedition. About the same time the committee of the students' union resigned following a vote of no confidence. 82 The Fajar eight came for trial in August, but the case for the prosecution collapsed thanks to the skilful defence counsel, the staunchly anti-colonial D. N. Pritt who was assisted by Lee Kuan Yew. 83 Meanwhile, Malayan students were discussing the political future of their country in the more liberal atmosphere of British society. From the Second World War onwards there was an immense influx into British universities of students from the colonial empire. 84 This occurred in spite of the stipulation in the Asquith report that colonial universities should have the capacity to meet colonial needs and that colonial students should be discouraged from going abroad except for certain post-graduate or professional courses. Estimates of Malayans in higher education overseas varied because some computations were restricted to government scholars; others added privately funded students, and yet others included those training to be nurses or teachers. John Eber is considered to be as great a danger to public security in Malaya whether he is in Malaya or England. His activities in Singapore which led to his detention were largely concentrated among University students and others of a similar type. If he went to England there is no doubt that he would continue subversive activities among students and be as great a danger to Malaya there as he is here.
British nor the Malayans were entirely satisfied with the results. Growth in higher education had been overtaken by political and constitutional change, and, as they prepared to transfer power, the British were alarmed by the relative paucity of Malayans of any race who were qualified for public service positions or interested in applying for them. 95 A growing number of Malayans, for their part, were frustrated by restrictions on both the admission of students to the university and the appointment of local graduates to academic jobs. They wondered whether the purpose of the University of Malaya had been to contain self-determination rather than foster it. Although the founding fathers had stated their intention to use higher education to prepare Malaya for independence, it was difficult to rebut the charge that such preparation was on British terms and in accordance with the British way. After all, the university had been set up by the British, funded by the British, staffed by the British and moulded according to a British model. The principle of autonomy had been compromised by the appointments of the British commissioner-general as chancellor and a senior Whitehall civil servant as vice-chancellor. In addition to specific grievances-notably the failure to accommodate the Chineseeducated, reluctance to make local appointments and delays in establishing departments of Chinese, Malay and Indian studiesarcane and anachronistic customs imported from British universities jarred with the new Malaya. The academic dress that imitated London University's and the alien names of Michaelmas, Hilary and Trinity which were applied to the three terms were minor matters in themselves, but these trappings were symptomatic of the unfortunate attitude of some expatriates who 'brought with them the mental picture of a western university-more specifically an English one, or even an English provincial one'-and who appeared 'to have sought too rigidly to reproduce it in an Eastern multilingual community.' 96 In spite of admirable endeavours by some individuals to build bridges between staff and students and between expatriates and locals, Westerners were regarded as standoffish.
By 1956 the brotherhood of scholars was weighed in the balance, and the university's contribution to the public good was found wanting. University management was hobbled by disagreements over policies and between interest groups. Professors and heads
of departments, who dominated the senate, strenuously defended academic standards and freedom. Non-professorial staff objected to the autocracy of the professoriate. Locals resented the fact that outsiders held plum positions. Expatriates worried about the security of their jobs. The Guild of Graduates and lay members of council, who were in the majority on the governing body, set their sights on political independence and demanded the Malayanisation of posts. These stresses and strains came to a head in early October 1956, soon after Sir Sydney Caine had left to become director of the LSE. In his valedictory address to the convocation, which was delivered in his absence by the acting vice-chancellor (Professor E. H. G. Dobby), Caine responded to critics by insisting that the University of Malaya was a 'colonial University' only in so far as it had been 'consciously created by the Colonial power to prepare for the expected death of colonialism.' 97 He went on to rebuke senior members of the Guild of Graduates for withholding moral and material support. His speech, which was 'perhaps unwisely' read in full, provoked a protest meeting of the Guild in which Dobby 'found himself confronted by a deeply felt resentment which he did not dispel.' 98 At this moment of crisis the university's leadership singularly failed to either reassure academic staff or ease local vexation over the position of expatriates. Four professors resigned forthwith, and the guild demanded the appointment of a Malayan vice-chancellor. 99 Investigation was essential, and at the suggestion of Malcolm MacDonald, who continued to take his responsibilities as chancellor very seriously after his translation to the high commission in New Delhi, a full-scale review of the university's record and future direction was authorised.
The 1957 commission of enquiry was a Commonwealth operation. It was chaired by Dr R. S. Aitken, vice-chancellor of Birmingham, A . J . S T O C K W E L L who had recently conducted an examination of the finances of the University College of the West Indies. The other members were Dr Tara Chaud (former vice-chancellor, Allahabad University), Dr Goh Keng Swee (acting director of social welfare, Singapore), Dr Haji Megat Khas (former state physician, Perak, and member of the university council) and Dr S. L. Prescott (vice-chancellor, University of Western Australia). While they praised the university's expansion and high academic standards, the commissioners regretted instances of dogmatic adherence to the English model and of insensitivity to Malaya's 'rapidly changing society.' The university's tardy response to Asian aspirations and its reluctance to adjust to 'the problems and opportunities of developing a modern university in the Malayan setting' had fuelled recriminations in the senate and the council and resulted in disappointment for children from vernacular schools. The commission's recommendations included the reform of the university's constitution and also of its administration, which had been hampered by a frequent turnover of key officials: three vice-chancellors, five acting vice-chancellors, three registrars and two bursars, amongst whom there had been little previous experience of higher education management. As regards the integration of the university within the wider community, the report proposed, first, a scheme for the assisted entry of bright students from vernacular schools (via preliminary English-language classes); second, recruitment of more local staff (short of complete Malayanisation); and third, the development of the Kuala Lumpur division with a view to its ultimate transformation into a separate university.
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The report of the Aitken Commission was completed in the wake of momentous political events: in 1957 the Federation of Malaya achieved independence on its own, and it was agreed that Singapore would be granted full internal self-government in the near future. These decisions would have major repercussions for the university, and Aitken foresaw 'difficulties in plenty ahead.' 101 One problem was the apparent determination of the Federation government to go its own way, an issue to which we shall return. Another was the cleavage, particularly in Singapore, between the English-educated Chinese and the Chinese-educated Chinese. Although Nanyang lay outside Aitken's brief, the commission could not ignore its powerful A . J . S T O C K W E L L Kuala Lumpur branch. 111 Partition came in January 1962 with the inauguration of the University of Singapore and the University of Malaya in Kuala Lumpur.
It is ironic that the University of Malaya was partitioned when plans were afoot to repair the political breach between Singapore island and mainland Malaya by drawing them together within a greater federation of Malaysia. One may speculate as to the reasons why the two governments abandoned a shared institution at the very moment when they were promoting political union. Perhaps university development was marginal to the politics of merger. Or maybe the forces that led to university partition were symptomatic of a fundamental lack of commitment on both sides to any form of closer association, be it constitutional, economic or educational. Or possibly the formation of separate universities was intended to reduce the issues aggravating tension between Kuala Lumpur and Singapore. Higher education was a culturally sensitive matter, but it was also a matter over which central control might be surrendered in order to safeguard the larger scheme. If the marriage of convenience with respect to defence, internal security and external relations had any chance of lasting, each territorial component of Malaysia would have to be assured of autonomy in subsidiary activities. In much the same way as multiple universities in Nigeria, Kenya and Uganda were intended to relieve regional tensions in those states, it may have been hoped that acceptance of educational autonomy for Malaya and Singapore would enhance the prospects for their constitutional merger.
During the period of decolonisation, resources, race and politics proved stronger than highly principled and closely reasoned strategies in determining whether one or several universities should serve a particular area. In the Caribbean, for example, a successful effort was made to ensure that the regional university would survive the collapse of the Federation of the West Indies in 1962. Similarly, when the Central African Federation was dismembered in 1964, the British government, the IUC and London University all strove to prop up the University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. But after Iain Smith's Unilateral Declaration of Independence in 1965, the political and racial compromises which the British were forced to make in order to sustain their involvement in this institution became so unpalatable and ineffectual that, one by one, London University, the IUC and
